
BENTLEY   MULSANNE  S

MULSANNE S I the standard saloon of the Bentley revival
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IN 1980, THE BENTLEY T2 accounted for only 6% of 
all standard saloons built on a Silver Shadow platform. 
Following the launch of the Silver Spirit later that 
year, Bentley’s share of standard saloon production 
increased only slightly. These Silver Spirit-based  
cars were codenamed SZ, derived from their SZ 
undercarriage, and of the first 3,000 such cars,  
7.5% of the standard saloons were Bentley Mulsannes. 

The decision was made to reinvigorate the Bentley 
name in the early eighties with the Mulsanne Turbo 
being introduced in 1982. The launch of the Bentley 
Eight followed in model year 1984 as another Bentley-
only model. Although technical changes were adopted 
by both makes simultaneously, from the early 1980s 
onwards the Bentley and Rolls-Royce model ranges 
were updated at different times. 

For example, the Bentley Mulsanne was replaced by 
the Mulsanne S in 1988 while the Rolls-Royce Silver 
Spirit was unchanged – and in 1990 the Silver Spirit 
(and Silver Spur) were upgraded to the Silver Spirit II 
(and Silver Spur II) without a corresponding change to 
the Bentley line up. Then, in 1993 the Mulsanne S and 
Eight were replaced by the Brooklands and in 1994 the 
Silver Spirit II by the Silver Spirit III, and so on. From 
the 1980s onwards Bentley and Rolls-Royce followed 
independent replacement schedules. 

ARRIVAL OF THE MULSANNE S
For model year 1988 the Bentley Mulsanne became 
known as the Mulsanne S. This was a ‘running 
change’ rather than an entirely new model. The 
Mulsanne S was not a successor to the Mulsanne but 
was given a new name when the Turbo R interior 
features were incorporated into the Mulsanne range. 
The main purpose was to increase sales of the Bentley 
standard saloon on the American market. 

The Mulsanne S was immediately made available in 
all world markets – unlike the Turbo R that was not 
initially offered in Australia, Austria, Canada, 
Switzerland and the USA, and the Eight that was not 
sold in Canada. The car was available in a long 
wheelbase version from the outset but this was not a 
popular choice and Mulsanne S LWB sales only 
accounted for between 1% and 3% of the factory’s 

Between 1988 and 1992 the Bentley 
Eight was the company’s entry-
level model with the Turbo R as the 
range-topping, high performance 
Bentley. The Mulsanne S filled the 
gap between these two saloons as 
the car for all other Bentley Boys
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total long wheelbase output during the production life 
of the model.

Crewe said the Mulsanne S was designed “to appeal 
especially to the professional person in the 35-to-45 
age bracket, about 10 years younger than the average 
Rolls-Royce customer”. The car was similar to the 
Bentley Turbo R, albeit with a naturally-aspirated 
engine. The engine was the same 6750cc V8 as fitted 
to its Mulsanne predecessor but power output was 
increased to 232bhp thanks to a redesigned cylinder 
inlet and manifold system, and the top speed was now 
raised to 126mph. 

Deliveries of the Mulsanne S started in August 1987 
and the new car was an immediate success in the 
American market where it out-sold the previous 
Mulsanne by a wide margin. See table 1 (below) for the 
number of sales of Mulsanne models in the USA.

 
SPECIFICATIONS
The Mulsanne S sported electronic fuel injection as 
standard as well as an electronically controlled 
anti-lock brake system (ABS). Exterior features 
included a new-style Mulsanne S badge fitted to the 
boot lid, with the word ‘Mulsanne’ inlaid in black and 
‘S’ in red. The door mirrors were now painted to 
match the body colour, just like those of the Turbo R, 
and incorporated a revised operating mechanism.  
The distinguishing polished radiator shell and vanes 
of the Mulsanne, as well as the black label badge,  
were carried over to the Mulsanne S. Finally, the 
Mulsanne S had a low European air dam and was fitted 
with 15-inch alloy wheels as standard.

Compared with the outgoing 1987 Mulsanne, 
changes to the specifications mainly concerned the 
interior trim. The Mulsanne S cabin received the 
Turbo R facia and centre console, making the new 
model mainly a cosmetic exercise. The centre  
console was extended and ran from the dashboard 
through to the rear of the front seats. The instrument 
layout was revised and incorporated a rev counter in 
place of the traditional four-in-one instrument. The 
fuel gauge with engine oil level indicator, engine 
coolant temperature gauge and engine oil pressure 
gauge were now individual dials mounted in the 
centre of the facia. The Mulsanne’s outside 
temperature digital display and clock were replaced 
with analogue units mounted in the centre console, 
beneath the other instruments, on either side of  
the voltmeter.

All the woodwork featured straight-grain walnut 
veneer, similar to that of the Bentley Eight, and 

lambswool rugs were standard equipment. Fiamm air 
horns were fitted in addition to the standard horns 
– switching between the two was done with a switch 
located above the ashtray in the centre console.

MODEL YEAR UPGRADES
All model year 1989 Bentleys received distinctive new 
front styling. This included twin seven-inch circular 
headlamps that were never shared with the 
corresponding Rolls-Royce cars. Britain was enjoying 
an economic boom and nearly every model was selling 
well. There was only one exception. The long 
wheelbase Mulsanne S was produced at the rate of less 
than one example a month. Almost all long wheelbase 
customers worldwide chose a Silver Spur which 
became the company’s best selling model.

Model year 1990 again brought significant 
modifications, although the biggest news was not 
visible from the outside. This was the adoption of 
electronically-controlled suspension with adaptive 
damping. The solenoid-adjustable dampers measured 
speed and cornering forces longitudinally, laterally 
and vertically and firmed up or softened the 
suspension damping to suit. Another new feature was 
the introduction of the K-motronic Engine 
Management system, that was shared with Crewe’s 
other naturally-aspirated models. Cars for the US 
market were fitted with a driver’s airbag.

For model year 1992 the GM400 three-speed 
gearbox was replaced by the GM Hydramatic 4L80-E 
four-speed gearbox. Some books state that the 
Mulsanne S also received this four-speed gearbox in 
its last model year. My own research suggests that all 
examples of the Mulsanne S were fitted with the ‘old’ 
GM400 gearbox. The 4L80 gearbox was introduced in 
its successor, the Bentley Brooklands.

BENTLEY REVIVAL
The Bentley revival worked out well. The brand 
became stronger and stronger – and by 1990 more 
than half of the Crewe-built cars sold were Bentleys. 
The turbocharged models in particular were 
responsible for this success but between model years 
1988 and 1992 the naturally-aspirated Bentleys also 
took a considerable part of the standard saloon 
market. During these years, the Bentley Eight enjoyed 
between 24% and 26% of the standard saloon market 
and the Mulsanne S accounted for a 19% to 25% share.

Whereas only 482 examples of the Mulsanne were 
sold in eight years of production, the Mulsanne S sold 
almost twice as many units in only five years. 

The Bentley 
Mulsanne S 
photographed for 
this article is 
LCH32377 from 
model year 1990. The 
car is finished in 
Balmoral green. 
Special features 
include ‘B’ quarter 
badges and Bentley 
sport seats. This 
Mulsanne S was 
delivered new to 
Michael Butler from 
Stratford upon Avon 
on 20 February 1990
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While 482 examples of the Mulsanne were sold in eight years,  the Mulsanne S sold almost twice as many in only five years

MODEL Mulsanne Mulsanne S
AND YEAR  1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Standard saloon  0 9 7 3 11 12 31 8 105 133 52 47 3 
LWB saloon  0 0 1 3 0 3 19 4 0 0 0 0 0 
Total production         111     340
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TABLE 1. THE PRODUCTION OF THE BENTLEY MULSANNE MODELS BUILT FOR USE IN THE USA
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Although the factory began to offer an increasing 
number of bespoke models in the early 1990s, none of 
these was based on the Mulsanne S. 

In model years 1991 and 1992 a period of recession 
was dawning worldwide and sales fell dramatically. 
Rather than develop new models, the alternative was 
to reshuffle, rename and produce special editions 
wherever possible. For model year 1993 the factory 
realigned the Bentley range and both of the normally-
aspirated saloons, the Mulsanne S and Eight, were 
replaced by a single newly-named car, the Bentley 
Brooklands. Regular deliveries of the Mulsanne S were 
fulfilled in May 1992, with several unsold UK 
examples registered in August 1992 and a few foreign 
examples in the months and year that followed. 

The 1988-1992 Mulsanne S was the last Bentley to have a polished radiator shell as standard
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MULSANNE S ANORAK’S CORNER 
S Club 
For model year 1995 the factory offered the Bentley Turbo S, 
Continental S and Rolls-Royce Corniche S. These cars were 
extra-powerful limited editions of the Turbo R, Continental R 
and Corniche IV. The earlier Mulsanne S was not a special 
edition but a regular successor to the Mulsanne. 

Red letter days 
Contemporary press releases and sales literature appear not to 
explain the meaning of the S badge.

Bright and beautiful 
The Mulsanne S would become the last Bentley model to sport 
a polished radiator shell as standard.

Passing fad 
In model years 1988 and 1989, USA cars were fitted with 
‘passive safety belts’. These used a motorised arrangement 
that handed the seatbelt to the front occupants as they 
entered the car. Passive safety belts were deleted when the 
driver’s airbag was introduced for US cars in model year 1990. 
Only 238 examples of the Mulsanne S had passive safety belts.

Long story short 
The rare Mulsanne S LWB attracted only 61 sales. Of these,  
22 were in the UK and 21 cars went to Japan. Customers in 
these two countries accounted for 70% of the total production. 
The other examples were sold to various European countries 
(15) and Singapore (3).

The unconverted 
Very few examples of the Mulsanne S were subject to 
coachbuilt activities, such as Hooper conversions. 

Reborn as a Brooklands 
1992 Mulsanne S NCX44018 was delivered new to Japan and 
was damaged soon after delivery. In January 1993 the car 
was rebuilt in Japan as a Bentley Brooklands and received 
VIN PCX46007. The conversion comprised things such as 
replacement of the VIN, labels and identification plates, the 
in-car entertainment, radiator shell and badges and the wiring 
looms. The gear selector was also relocated from the steering 
column to the centre console. This car is not included in the 
Mulsanne S numbers listed in table 2 (below left).

TABLE 2. TOTAL PRODUCTION OF THE MULSANNE S AND MULSANNE S LWB

MODEL 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 Total
AND YEAR

 LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD 

Mulsanne S 139 71 177 128 86 113 78 86 10 21 909
 210 305 199 164 31 909
Mulsanne S LWB 1 3 2 9 11 5 16 9 2 3 61
 4 11 16 25 5 61
Totals 140 74 179 137 97 118 94 95 12 24 970
 214 316 215 189 36 970

This article is based on my 
research in the archive at the 
RREC in Paulerspury. The 
years mentioned are model 
years and may differ from 
years of production, sale or 
delivery. Further details of 
the Bentley Mulsanne 
models can be found at 
www.RRSilverSpirit.com 
and in my book  
The Rolls-Royce & 
Bentley Selection Guide 
for cars built from 1980 
to 2002.

The Mulsanne S 
received the facia 
and centre console 
from the Turbo R. 
LCH32377 illustrated 
here is upholstered 
in Parchment hide 
piped Spruce with 
Conifer carpets – the  
woodwork is burr 
walnut. Being a 
model year 1990 car, 
it has electronically-
controlled 
suspension with 
adaptive damping 
and the K-motronic 
Engine Management 
system. Power 
output was 232bhp 
and the top speed 
was 126mph

Up to and including 
model year 1988 all US 
market Bentleys (and 
Rolls-Royces) were 
fitted with twin 
rectangular headlamps. 
The Mulsanne S used 
the rectangular lights 
for 1988 only, when 
105 examples were 
built – but not a single 
Mulsanne S LWB. After 
that, all Bentleys had 
round headlights


